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Abstract: Software evolves inherently due to change requirement. The change request applied with intent to achieve the appropriate functionality of the software. This change inside the code makes some differences in previous code. Changes in somewhere in existing code may also affect some other part of the code. Our focus is on finding similarity of two codes to draw static call graph and program dependency graph which shows the dependencies and data flow among various part of the code then apply a distance metrics to find the percentage of similarity between two codes. This paper presents a dependency graph based hybrid technique (DGHT) for detection of similarity of two variations of python code. This method also includes a Machine learning technique which analyzes syntactic structure of object oriented software system. The objective is to apply the outcomes of this work on change impact analysis. The results of the framework will help to estimate actual impact set to optimize testing efforts.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Software code change impact analysis is a necessary to minimize the efforts in software evolution. Changes in software systems are the reasons for removing bugs reported, software maintenance, updating system, enhancing functionality of system, adding some new features, enhancing the current implementation and many more. The change in any part of software can affect some other part of the source code which termed as ripple effect [1]. The basic change impact analysis (CIA) is categorized in two ways; first one is static CIA and another one is dynamic CIA. This paper presents static CIA on source code artifacts. A software system is simulated with many artifacts. In this paper we targeted source code artifact. Changes in any system software affect the code and code structure upto some extent. This effected part of the code need to be identified and analyzed for software maintenance, reducing testing efforts. Impact analysis of software code is always been a thrust area developers and researchers. So many approaches to achieve this task have been proposed by researchers on their literature for performing IA [3], [5], [6]. The approaches opted are categorized into some traditional and modern techniques. Traditional approach involves static and dynamic analysis techniques whereas new method involves Mining Software Repositories (MSR), Information Retrieval (IR), and Machine Learning (ML) etc. In our hybrid technique we first generate call and dependency graph to identify the dependencies among artifacts. A call graph also known as control flow graph is a representation of relationships among functions, methods or subroutines in a source code [5]. Dependency graph represents the dependencies among different objects. It is a kind of directed graph [4]. The dependence graph demonstrates two dependencies one is Control dependency and another is Data dependency. These relationships are statically evaluated and interpreted through matrix. Although call graph based technique for impact analysis is not sufficient to produce result for impact set from two variation of program. So we further extend the process toward finding the similar code and identify the difference between two using Information Retrieval (IR) approach for the same. This approach is used to find the similar code and indentify the changed code that will help to analyze the impacted code.

The remaining part of the paper is organized as mentioned. In section 2 we mentioned the works related with CIA approaches. In section 3 proposed approaches is prescribed. Section 4 empirical evaluation is described. In section 5 we concluded our work.

II. RELATED WORK

Giovanni Acampora et al [7] proposed a fuzzy-based approach for plagiarism detection of source code. Their idea is independent of programming language. This novel approach is based on Fuzzy C-Means and the Adaptive-Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS).

A novel approach for the similarity of code fragments is given by Meital Zilberstein et al [8]. They first obtained textual descriptions of code fragments and then used natural language processing techniques to set up similarity between textual descriptions and between their corresponding code fragments.

Aspect oriented program is considered as an object by Syarbaini Ahmad et al [4].They have developed a technique to analyze the target code. Aspect oriented dependence flow graph is used as intermediate representation model with call graph and dependence graph for program analysis. Malcom Gethers et al [12] proposed a new approach to carry out impact analysis (IA) for the change requirement placed for source code. The impact set is estimated using Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI). Single version of software system was taken to estimate the impact set.
The author used a dynamic analysis with information retrieval and history-based mining technique for mining software repositories techniques (MSR).

Amir M. Saedi et al [13] used topic modeling approach for source code analysis on the basis of the information gathered from end-users, developers and architects. They called this web-based toolkit as ITMViz which supports to interpret the topic models. Stephen W. Thomas et al [15] focused on topic models suitability towards analysis of software evolution. They have identified topics and compute various metrics. In software evolution, to analyze the changes in the source code they used topic models. Erik Linstead et al [16] developed and applied an unsupervised statistical topic models LDA. The model focuses on functional parts of the source code and goes through the evolution of multiple versions of software. The technique they developed integrates feature, applies on project management and program understanding. A machine learning based approach is proposed by Lal H et al [17] to review the software system at code level. For faster code reviews they used a supervised machine learning technique with a version control system and a bug tracking system. Eijiro Kitsu et al [19] detecting the changes in program by using the history of the edit operation of source code helps to maintainers to maintain the system.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

This section describes the DGHA process for finding the similarity to static change impact analysis we are going through following steps:

1. Choose the source code artifact for analysis of two versions of program,
   Input: python code pyV.1, and pyV.2
2. An object oriented program is considered at the method level granularity then go for syntax level analysis.
   Class -> Method -> Syntax
3. To extract the relationship among the component of selected source code we use call graph technique. Call graph indicates the dependencies between two objects of code if it exists.
   Callgraph(pyV.1) and Callgraph(pyV.2)
4. If any change affects some object (dependent artifacts), then it is very much possible that other object that dependent on them may also get affected. The change impact analysis observes these relationships dependent artifacts in source code.
   4.1 Direct Impact:
      \[ D(c_1) \rightarrow D(c_2) : \text{Entity } c_2 \text{ depends on entity } c_1, \]
      a change in c1 propagates in c2
   4.2 Indirect Impact:
      \[ D(c_1) \rightarrow D(c_2) \text{ & } D(c_2) \rightarrow D(c_3) : \text{then} \]
      \[ D(c_1) \rightarrow D(c_3) \]
      Entity c1 can directly impact c2, entity c2 can directly impact c3 then c1 indirectly impact the entity c3
5. This process is applied on both versions of software to analyze the similar part except these changes. The elements in the graph may be affected by the change.
6. The actual impact set apart from similarity is the part of code which needs to be tested as new test case suite.

Figure 1 describes the overall process of our proposed approach.

A. Call Graph

Call graphs are a medium to show the structural background of a program that can be used for human understanding. Call graphs shows the flow of execution of program and it also helps to find procedures that are never called. A static call graph is supposed to represent every possible flow of the program. Nodes of a graph are a representation of methods or functions where edge (a, b) shows that function a calling procedure b. A precise graph closely approximates the behavior of the real program if it will be interpreted properly.

B. Dependency Graph

For vertical tracing dependency graph is a suitable representation. Identifying the effect of changes by analyzing syntactic dependencies, this dependency based impact analysis techniques is useful because syntactic dependencies may cause semantic dependencies.

C. Syntax Processing

We apply n-gram approach to tokenize the syntax of code. N-gram is combination of n words which appeared in a sequence as per their occurrence. We are assuming for unigram in which each line of syntax is tokenize into words then this words are stored with frequency count using word bag of word (BoW) approach.

D. Similarity Detection

The main task of this work is to calculate similarity between two variations of the source code in terms of total percentage. For this purpose we are using Jaccard similarity metric. The Jaccard similarity used to measure the similarity between finite sample sets of object and is defined as the cardinality of the intersection of sets divided by the cardinality of the union of the sample sets. Assuming that there are two set of object A and B we want to find Jaccard similarity between these two sets A and B it is the ration of cardinality of intersection A and B (A ∩ B) and union A and B (A ∪ B).

Jaccard Similarity \[ J(A,B) = \frac{|(A \cap B)|}{|A \cup B|} \]

Here the sets A and B are the set of words which we extract through n-gram approach.
IV. EVALUATION AND RESULTS

For empirical evaluation we have taken two version python as an example name pyV.1 and pyV.2. The first version of program is calculating salary with DA percentage shown in figure 2.

Fig. 2. Source Code for version V.1

The second version program is calculating salary with DA and house rent. The program is shown in figure 3. The part of program has modified and changed according to requirement. The correlation among the modules is interpreted through syntactic structure evaluation. The call graph and dependency graph generation is required to check module level dependency. Figure 4 and figure 5 showing call graphs for two python code respectively

Dependency graph for example code for both versions are shown in figure 6. In this graph bold line is interpreted as data dependency whereas dashed line shows the control dependency.

Fig. 3. Source Code for version V.2

The statistics of unigram is given in table 1. First we apply unigram then tokenize through 2-gram. On the same code unigram is applied and we got pair of words as token, then comparative analysis is done on basis of the outcome of 2-gram.
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![Call graph representation of given Python code V.1](image1)

**Fig. 4. Call graph representation of given Python code V.1**

![Call graph representation of given Python code V.2](image2)

**Fig. 5. Call graph representation of given Python code V.2**

![Dependency graph for (a) V.1 and (b) V.2](image3)

**Fig. 6. Dependency graph for (a) V.1 and (b) V.2**

On the same code 2-gram is applied and we got pair of words as token, then comparative analysis is done on basis of the outcome of 2-gram.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Old Version</th>
<th>New Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employee</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>empCount</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Token</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Token</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Class</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Employee</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>empCount</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>empCount</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Def</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Def</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>init</em></td>
<td>2</td>
<td><em>init</em></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In next step by applying any distance metric we can find the similarity between two source codes. For finding the similarity between set of words we have used Jaccard similarity metric.

**Definition:** The Jaccard similarity used to measure the similarity between finite sample sets of object and is defined as the cardinality of the intersection of sets divided by the cardinality of the union of the sample sets. Assuming that there are two set of object A and B we want to find Jaccard similarity between these two set A and B it is the ration of cardinality of intersection A and B (A ∩ B) and union A and B (A ∪ B).

\[ \text{Jaccard Similarity } J(A, B) = \frac{|A \cap B|}{|A \cup B|} \]

Here the sets A and B are the set of words which we extract through n-gram approach.

Overall similarity of two programs is calculated and shown in the table 2. It is assumed that 1.89% of code is different and that is the change done in new version of the program.

**Table 2: Overall similarity score of V.1 and V.2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Python code version</th>
<th>V.1 %</th>
<th>V.2 %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Old Version</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Version</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall similarity</td>
<td>98.11%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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